**CONFIGURATION OVERVIEW – 5.4.0 / 2013.12**

**Zoom Main Unit ZMU-3**/3A - previous Generation

**Note:**
The ZMU-3A can also be powered in this configuration from any camera that has a 24Volt Fisher 3pin outlet (RS).

**RUN/STOP only with ARRI RS pin layout**

---

**Sample Configuration:**
ARRICAM Shoulder Set + Handgrip Mount ZMU-3A

**ARRICAM Studio**

**Zoom Main Unit ZMU-3A**

**ARRI PSC cables ZMU-3**/3A

---

**ZMU-3A Accessories**

**Sample Configuration:**
ARRICAM Shoulder Set + Handgrip Mount ZMU-3A

**ZMU-3 Update PSC-Cable** K2.65233.0 (IPSC cable to power needed)

**ZMU-3A Bracket for WCU-3** K2.65132.0

**ZMU-3A Pan Handle** K2.65006.0 (diameter 18mm) K2.65108.0 (diameter 20mm)

**Battery (Sony) NP-FM 500 H, K2.47891.0**

**Charger (Sony) BC-M50** K2.47892.0

---

**ARFI PSC cables ZMU-3**/3A

---

**ARRI assumes no responsibility with regard to the performance or use of the products or typographical errors or inaccuracies in the material provided. This material is provided “as is” for information purposes only without any warranty. For a full listing of all available components consult the price list.**

---
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